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When you choose Nord-Lock you do not only choose a manufacturer and a 
supplier. You also choose an expert in bolted joints as a partner. Our Technical 
Verification Center meet our clients locally, working together to solve bolt securing 
problems in the most demanding applications.

www.nord-lock.com
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08 Getting life-time value
Choosing the right bolting solution could cost more 
in the short term, but will be cheaper in the long 
term. Bolted takes a look at Life Cycle Costs (LCC).

12 securing clean power
At the Siemens turbine factory in Sweden, turbines 
are assembled for the energy sector. With Nord-Lock, 
Siemens is saving both time and money.

16 Keeping connected
With Germany’s first hybrid car, Mercedes-Benz had to 
get everything right the first time. Luckily, Nord-Lock 
was on hand to provide a reliable connection system.

 O
ne of my colleagues, Denis Mullenbach, 
told me recently that a customer of his had 
said: “Denis – before we met you we didn’t 

have any problems with bolts.” I was astonished, 
but he then clarified by saying, “They used to refer 
to a lot of problems as just problems – it could be 
failures or machine stops which created a lot of 
work, investigations, new maintenance routines 
and so on. Since they got to know Nord-Lock they 
have changed their way of thinking and easily 
identify ‘bolt problems’ – and solve loosening bolts 
with our help.” After hearing this anecdote I’ve 
come to realise that this is one way of explaining 
one of Nord-Lock’s main strengths – helping 
companies realize what problems are bolt related 
and solving them so that our customers can get 
even better and more effective at what they do 
best.

 I
n this issue of Bolted we focus on LCC (Life 
Cycle Cost) which is an important perspective 
in any product design. The article aims to 

connect this view to bolting. We are also very glad 
to promote the Nord-Lock Life Cycle Profitability 
concept in this issue. LCP is a new service we offer 

our customers to compare bolt securing solutions 
and the related costs throughout the application’s 
life cycle. Read more about this on page 8–12.

 L
ast year we entered into a sponsorship with 
Ginaf Rally Power. Ginaf competes in the 
world’s most legendary and demanding rally – 

Dakar. Our relationship with Ginaf has developed 
into not only a sponsorship but also teamwork to 
improve the bolted connections on their vehicles 
which elsewhere consists of reinforced or specially 
built parts. See the result on 
page 4. In this issue we are 
also very proud to bring you 
an update of Siemens latest 
product developments. See 
page 12–14. Enjoy!

cArin esberg
MArkeTiNG MANAGer
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and strives to increase knowledge about bolt 
assemblies. Nord-Lock offers a unique bolt 

securing system for demanding applications. 
The system makes bolted joints self-locking 
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30 fewer logs are processed,” says Stefan Ladenburger, 
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secured by NoRd-loCK

stayIng In pLace 
nord-lock wheel nuts are used 
not only because they ensure 
wheels stay fixed, but also allow 
for easy disassembly.

Words: NiC TOWNSeNd

PHOTO: dAkAr PreSS TeAM
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tryinG to cut throuGh steel requires powerful blades, 
yet the rapid Cut 16 can slice through a 16mm thick 
steel bar like a pair of scissors cuts through paper. 

Proyecsa SCCL has been manufacturing high-quality 
wire cutters in its factory just outside of Barcelona since 
1974. Over the years, it has continued to develop and 
expand its range and currently manufactures twelve 
different models of its rapid Cut series, which are able 
to cut through everything from high tensile wire to re-
inforcing steel bars.

in assembling its cutters, Proyecsa uses Nord-Lock 
as it has found that these have consistently provided 
secure joints with accurate preload. Previously the com-
pany used castle nuts. However, the need to drill holes 
in bolts made the process expensive. The blades were 
also frequently coming loose, potentially causing seri-
ous injury. 

 When Proyecsa read about the Nord-Lock bolt se-
curing system in a trade magazine, it knew it had found 
a safer, more cost-effective solution. Now all cutters are 
fitted with Nord-Lock. When supplying spare blades to 
customers, Proyecsa includes Nord-Lock washers, and 
always recommends and specifies the use of Nord-Lock 
in its machines. 

pOwerfuL bLades
A safer, more cost-effective solution. All 
Proyecsa cutters are fitted with nord-lock 
washers.

PHOTO: PrOYeCSA SCCL

custoMer:

gInaf
Model:

gInaf X 2222 sp
MAX torQue:

3,260 nm
PoWer:

950 hp

Off rOad but On track

toP sPeed:

160 km/h
totAl lengtH:

6.40 m
totAl WidtH:

2.55 m
totAl WeigHt:

c 9,500 kg (fueL IncL.)

engine tyPe:

caterpILLar c18 (18 L)

custoMer:

prOyecsa sccL

a cut abOve the rest

sPeed:

10 cuts per mInute

WeigHt:

18 kg
Model:

rapId cut 16
MAXiMuM cut:

16 ø (steeL up tO 70 kg/mm2)
MAXiMuM Pressure:

8.5 bar
consuMPtion:

48 Lt./cut at 7 bar

in 1977 french MotorbiKe rAcer Thierry Sabine became lost in the Libyan 
desert. However, even in his despair he knew that the inhospitable environ-
ment was ideal for a rally. Thus, the famous dakar rally was born and for 
virtually every year since, rally drivers have gathered for the greatest and most 
arduous off-road race in the world.

dutch truck manufacturer GiNAF has been building custom designed 
trucks to compete in the rally since 1987. The race has since moved to 
South America, yet it is no less demanding. Over 16 days GiNAF’s trucks 
travel 9,000 km over dirt tracks and sand dunes. The trucks need to be 
tough, not just for the safety of the crew, but also because in a race as 
intense as the dakar rally, every delay can be costly.

GiNAF started using Nord-Lock wheel nuts because they not only en-
sured wheels stayed fixed, but also allowed for easy dismounting, further 
reducing delays. The team at GiNAF was so impressed by Nord-Lock’s lock-
ing capabilities and ease of disassembly that they now apply Nord-Lock 
components to the chassis, the mounting of the steering house, the prop 
shafts, and the axle brackets.

With Nord-Lock products, the GiNAF team has the competit ive advan-
tage of not having to check and/or retighten critical bolted connections at 
night. This shortens the everyday maintenance routines and allows for more 
sleep for the team. 



secured by NoRd-loCK

itl (internAtionAl trActors liMited) was established in 1995, and has since 
rapidly grown into one of the largest tractor manufacturers in india. Today, its 
tractors are exported all over the world to Africa, Australia and South Asia, among 
other places.

iTL’s world class research and development facilities’ commitment to maintain-
ing environmental standards has led it to be the first iSO-14001 certified tractor 
manufacturer in india. Through tractors like the WorldTrac 90, it has built a solid 
reputation for its hard-working, high-performing tractors with minimal fuel con-
sumption and low carbon emissions.

Through the daily grind of its gruelling work schedule, many areas of a tractor, 
such as the front axle, come under incredible strain and bolt loosening can be a 
constant problem. iTL use Nord-Lock washers in all such critical areas, including 
the front axle, engine clutch and gearbox. it has found Nord-Lock to be the 
best solution as it not only offers security and dependability, but also because 
the ease of application does not require iTL to make any changes to its existing 
designs. 

deep-sea safety 
the nord-lock bolt securing 
system has solved the problem 
of loosening fasteners.
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PHOTO: FUGrO

custoMer:

fugrO subsea technOLOgIes
PoWer:

150 hp
Model:

fcv 3000
dePtH rAting:

3,000 msw

pLungIng tO new depths
sPeed:

3.5 knOts
lengtH:

3 metres
WidtH:

1.7 metres
WeigHt:

4.1 tOns

in its quest to be the world’s leading service provider for the exploration and 
extraction of natural resources, Fugro has had to overcome all the world’s natural 
barriers. With its world class rOVs (remotely operated vehicles) even the deep-
est oceans are within its reach. 

The FCV 3000 has been built to perform a wide variety of tasks whilst being 
able to withstand all the rigours of the deep-sea. From construction support for 
offshore oil and gas rigs to subsea pipeline inspection, marine growth surveys 
to debris clearance and recovery operations, and many other tasks.

Such a multifunctional vessel needs to be taken care of, and LArS (Launch 
and recovery System) performs the vital task of launching the FCV3000 
into the ocean. 

due to the vibration of the vessel, loosening of fasteners on the motion 
damper is a potential problem, and due to the height of LArS, crew can-
not tighten them easily. However, since switching to the Nord-Lock bolt 
securing system, Fugro has been able to eliminate this risk completely, 
allowing the FCV3000 to operate unhindered. 

puLLIng theIr weIght

custoMer:

ItL tractOrs
MAX torQue:

339 nm

lifting cAPAcity:

2,500 kg
fuel tAnk cAPAcity:

77.5 LItres

PoWer:

90 hp
rPM:

2,200
Model:

wOrLdtrac 90

PHOTO: iTL TrACTOrS

crItIcaL areas
itl use nord-lock 
washers in all critical 
areas, including the 
front axle, engine 
clutch and gearbox.
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APPLiCATiONS
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tHe eXPeRtS
email your questions about bolt securing to experts@nord-lock.com

do nord-lock washers work with oversized holes?
Ask 
tHe 
eXPerts

Do you have a question about 
bolt securing? Put the Nord-Lock 
experts to the test. 
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csAbA MAdru
MANAGer,
TVC

q: How can i apply nord-lock to 
slotted/oversized holes?

A: In some designs slotted or over-
sized holes are used in order to fa-
cilitate positioning of parts during 
assembly or adjustment/align-
ment of clamped parts.

However, a slotted hole results 
in a reduced contact surface be-
tween the fastener and substrate 
material. Therefore the compres-
sive stress in the substrate mate-
rial increases and the edges of an 
enlarged hole may deform (see 
picture 1).

By using washers with in-
creased outer diameter the load 
can be distributed over a larger 
surface and the compressive stress 
in the substrate material can be re-
duced (see picture 2). In order to 
optimise the load distribution it is 

beneficial to use flanged fasteners. 
In this way, bending of the wash-
ers and deformation of the edges 
of the slotted holes and excessive 
settlements can be avoided even 
when the fasteners are tightened 
to a high preload (see picture 3). 

Nord-Lock offers washers with 
an enlarged outer diameter, so 
called “sp”, in sizes up to NL36sp 
in steel and NL30spss in stainless 
steel for use on enlarged or slotted 
holes. cM

1. the compressive stress 
in the substrate material 
increases, and the edges 
of the enlarged hole may 
yield and deform.

3. ... can be avoided by 
using flanged fasteners.

2. note that the risk of 
bending the washers and 
deforming the edges of 
the slotted holes...

What effect will nord-lock washers have on my surfaces?
q: Will nord-lock damage the sur-
face in my application?

A: Nord-Lock washers are special-
ly designed to create impression 
marks without scoring the mat-
ing surface. The impression marks 
are important since they prove 
that the  serrations grip correctly 
into the mating surface. In bolted 
assemblies rotation always takes 
place where the  friction is lowest. 
Provided that sufficient impression 
marks are created any tendency to 
rotate will occur between the cams 
of the washers. Consequently, any 
rotation is prevented by the wedge 
effect of the cams. 

When a joint secured by Nord-
Lock washers is tightened, rotation 
always takes place between the up-
per washer and the bolt head or 
the nut. The serrations are simply 
pressed down into the material, 
no scoring of the mating surface 
occurs. The bolt head/nut is hard 
enough to withstand the minor 

scoring that it is exposed to. During 
untightening rotation takes place 
between the cams of the Nord-Lock 
washers. Therefore there is no risk 
of damaging the surface in the ap-

plication. The impression marks 
slightly increase the compressive 
stresses in the surface, but they will 
not score the material or damage it.
 fc

can nord-lock be 
used on inclined 
contact surfaces?
q: normally  a mating surface 
is flat but sometimes it can be 
slightly inclined. What is the 
maximal angle of surface incli-
nation where the nord-lock bolt 
securing system can still work 
successfully?

A: In order to ensure that the 
bolted assembly is safely secured 
by Nord-Lock washers, the in-
cline of the mating surface should 
not exceed 2.5°. It’s important to 
remember that tightening a bolt 
on an inclined surface introduces 
bending and increases the equiva-
lent stress in the fastener. It may 
therefore yield at a lower preload 
than expected.

Due to the uneven load distri-
bution when tightening against 
an inclined surface, the thread 
jams will increase friction and 
reduce clamp load as a result. 
This means that the full capac-
ity of the bolt cannot be utilised 
no matter what locking system is 
being used.  lk

fridA cullin
MATeriAL
exPerT

the incline of the mating surface should 
not exceed 2.5°.

Max
slope:
2.5°

impression marks are important since they prove that the serrations grip correctly 
into the mating surface.
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get vaLue for Life
Proper bolt securing may reduce costs  1,000 times



life cycle cost  While there may be 
cheaper alternatives, choosing the 
right bolting solution will pay you 
back many times over in the long 
term. Here we take a look at the 
importance of life cycle costs 
(LCC) in bolting.
Words:
dAVid WiLeS

PHotos:
ALexANder FArNSWOrTH & NOrd-LOCk

get vaLue for Life
Proper bolt securing may reduce costs  1,000 times

t is A question that many an engineer or project man-
ager has been faced with: whether to take the cheaper 
short-term option now and worry later about the con-
sequences of machine failure; or to invest more from 
the outset in quality components, but wait years to see 
a return on investment in terms of lower cost of own-
ership. Increasingly, companies are seeing the benefits 
of the latter approach, a concept known as life cycle 
cost (LCC), which is defined as the total cost, from acquisition to dis-
posal, of operating a machine or plant. But still many fail to recognise 
the economic advantages of taking the long-term view – not least when 
it comes to bolting.

“The concept of LCC is not well practiced in many organisations be-
cause they are driven by short-sightedness and a focus on short-term cost 
reduction instead of a focus on what drives cost,” says Christer Idhammar, 

founder and CEO of Raleigh, North Carolina-based maintenance management consult-
ants Idcon Inc. “The right equipment might cost more, but the cost of ownership is lower. 
Long term you will have much lower costs and better maintainability, and therefore higher 
reliability.”

stAtistics show that more than 50% of accidents and failures in industries are related to 
bolt failures, and Idhammar has come across numerous such examples in his work advis-
ing companies around the world. In one extreme case, where a bolt came loose and fell into 
the machinery at a paper mill, a granite roll worth over $1million was destroyed and the 
plant put temporarily out of action. Investing in a better bolt securing solution at an early 
stage could have saved such a massive expense years down the line.

Siemens Industrial Turbomachinery, based in Finspång, Sweden, employs the LCC ap-
proach in its manufacture of gas turbines for power generation. Several years ago the com-
pany conducted a study of its assembly process and concluded that securing the  roughly 

I christer idhammar.
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“if you start operating the equipment and 
discover five years later that you have a problem, 
it typically costs you 1,000 times more.” 
cHrister idHAMMAr, reLiABiLiTY ANd MAiNTeNANCe GUrU

2,000 bolts on each of its multi- million euro 
turbines was consuming too much time and 
causing too many injuries among its workforce. 
The method that was used to lock the bolts was a 
washer that was manually deformed with a ham-
mer and tongs, a so called tab washer.

by tAKinG A crAdle-to-GrAve view on the bolt 
securing solutions it uses, Siemens has reduced 
costs throughout the lifespan of its turbines, and 
at the same time reduced workplace injuries and 
the costs associated with them. “Changing from 
the old method to Nord-Lock washers meant 
huge savings in time, injuries and money,” 
says Martin Lindbäck, Head of Project Office 
at  Siemens’ R&D department. “We save about 
50,000 to 100,000 Swedish kronor (5,500 to 
11,000 euros) per gas turbine during assembly. 
And as we have to disassemble the turbine for 
servicing about four or five times during its life 
and unlock a lot of bolts and washers, there is a 
huge saving on maintenance costs during that 
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life cycle. Downtime is very important for our 
customers, so every hour we can save when the 
machine is stopped is very important.”

Deciding on and investing in the right equip-
ment from the outset can prove to be thousands 
of times cheaper over the life cycle of a product, 
but is often steered by internal politics or ac-
counting procedures. Idhammar explains that 
as a rule of thumb, when a project has reached 
the halfway stage time-wise, only about 5 to 8% 
of the total cost has been spent. “But by that 
stage you have made decisions that will lock in 
about 85% of the future life-cycle cost,” he says. 

siemens saves about 50,000 to 100,000 swedish kronor (5,500 to 11,000 euros) per gas turbine during assembly.

“You have decided at that point on having just 
one pump, instead of one pump plus a backup; 
on having stainless steel piping instead of gal-
vanised; on having a bolt-securing solution that 
doesn’t guarantee that bolts won’t come loose. 
These are crucial decisions.”

if, At thAt hAlfwAy stAGe, you want to make 
modifications, it will cost 100 times more than if 
you had thought of it from the beginning. “And if 
you start operating the equipment and discover 
five years later that you have a problem, it typically 
costs you 1,000 times more,” says Idhammar. 
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How much money could 
you save over the life cycle 
of your equipment by using 
Nord-Lock’s bolt securing 
system? The new LCP 
Calculator gives you the 
answer in just minutes.

the life cycle ProfitAbility (LCP) Calculator 
spells out in black and white the long-term eco-
nomic advantages of using Nord-Lock wash-
ers. Data on component costs, labour costs, 
assembly time and maintenance demands are 
entered into the web-based tool, and within 
minutes the user receives a report on total life 
cycle costs, both in figures and in text form.

“the unit Price of our products may some-
times be a bit higher than for alternative de-
sign solutions,” says Nord-Lock Applications 
Engineer Frida Cullin. “However, this tool 
shows that if you consider all the costs related 
to a bolted joint, not only the component cost, 

you will most likely save a substantial amount 
of money over time by using Nord-Lock.”

The LCP Calculator shows a step-by-step 
comparison of the total costs for Nord-Lock’s 
washers against competing bolt securing solu-
tions, although it does not take into considera-
tion the costs related to a bolt failure. “This is 
not a tool to show that Nord-Lock is always 
the cheapest solution over time,” says Global 
Account Manager Martin Schneider. “It can 
also show that Nord-Lock is more expensive, 
depending on the parameters and the applica-
tion. But unlike other solutions, the chances of 
our solution failing are negligible, and the cost 
of bolt failure is the highest cost of all.”

All nord-locK sales staff have access to the cal-
culator for demonstration to customers. Cus-
tomers can also get a free temporary software 
licence to further explore the long-term cost 
savings of using Nord-Lock. The LCP Calcula-
tor is targeted at purchase managers and others 
at management level, but also at design engin-
eers. “Twenty years ago design engineers were 
mainly focused on function, but now they have 
more responsibility for ensuring that their de-
signs are also cost-effective,” says Schneider. 

nord-locK’s custoMers not only get a supe-
rior bolt securing solution, they also get access 
to a unique technical support service.

The company’s experts receive enquiries 
from around the world on subjects ranging 
from torque to choice of materials. “Getting 
accurate information on these parameters is 
extremely important because of the critical ap-
plications in which our products are used,” says 
Applications engineer Lena kalmykova, who is 
one of the team of experts providing support, 
assistance and advice, not only on Nord-Lock 
products but also on bolted joints in general. 
The support service is based at the company’s 

facilities in Sweden and the US, and from this 
year also in France and Japan.

These support services increase the value of 
each unit purchased from Nord-Lock. “When you 
buy from us you don’t just buy the part – you are 
buying a whole package,” says kalmykova. “Not 
only do you save time looking for all the informa-
tion you need, but you also save money on going 
to external institutes for testing, or hiring extra 
design engineers to provide the correct values.” 

the cost of
mechanical failure

Failure costs

Maintenance and
re-tightening costs

First installation

Design
costs

Product
costs

new calculator reports on
life cycle costs within minutes

unique technical support service

MAchine ProducinG hiGh-quAlity PAPer:
5,000 to 100,000 euros per hour, depending 
on size.

C––     100,000/
hour

conveyors for trAnsPortinG
rAw MAteriAls in MininG APPlicAtions: 
87,000 euros per day.

C––     87,000/
day

oceAn-GoinG PiPeline PlouGh:
90,000 euros to 140,000 euros per day.

C––     140,000/
day

the nord-lock interactive profitability calculator enables customers to consider all factors for life cycle cost.

GeArbox in PlAstics fActory:
90,000 euros for new gearbox, 330,000 euros 
in estimated lost production time.

C––     420,000C––     420,000
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enerGy Assembling an industrial-sized 
turbine requires acres of room. it 
also requires thousands of bolts 
and washers to be assembled and 
tightened to guarantee a service 
life of the product, which in the solar 
energy, biomass, oil and gas sectors, 
is typically upwards of 30 years.

sieMens turbine fActory 
in Finspång, Sweden is one 
of the leading suppliers of 
steam turbines to the bur-
geoning solar energy in-
dustry. The factory, which 
also manufactures gas tur-
bines, relies on Nord-Lock 
safety washers to make 
sure the bolts in the tur-
bines stay put. This rep-
resents savings of almost 
80% compared to tradi-

tional bolting methods.
Steam and gas turbines are assembled from 

pre-machined steel parts. They operate in so-
lar plants, biomass, and in oil and gas facilities, 
under enormous pressures and temperatures 
to generate electricity. Historically, tab wash-
ers were used to secure bolts. After installation, 
these washers were manually folded over the 
bolts to prevent them from moving.

“It is amazing how such a little thing as a 

A
Words:
ALexANder FArNSWOrTH

PHotos:
ALexANder FArNSWOrTH ANd SieMeNS

the steam turbine is a key component for solar thermal 
power generation. Water, and sometimes oil or liquid 
sodium, gets heated up by solar energy to make steam 
to drive a turbine.

the power of the sun
transformed by siemens turbines — secured  by nord-Lock



Nord-Lock safety washer can be so beneficial. 
They save an enormous amount of time and they 
are cheaper,” says Martin Lindbäck, who works 
with R&D at Siemens Industrial Turbomachinery 
AB in Finspång.

Indeed, anywhere you look in the well-organised 
factory you see bolts, and more bolts.

“We save a lot of time by using Nord-Lock 
safety washers,” says Nicklas Lundbom, a 14-year 
veteran of the Finspång factory. “It is a very easy 
solution that works.” 

A steAM turbine is a device that extracts ther-
mal energy from pressurised steam and converts 
it into rotary motion to drive a generator that 
in turn can make electricity. It is like a reverse 
fan. Hot and pressurised steam is used to spin 
the blades that impart rotary motion to gener-
ate electricity.

The steam turbine is a key component for so-
lar thermal power generation. In these so-called 
Concentrated Solar Power (CSP) plants, water, 
and sometimes oil or liquid sodium, gets heated 

nicklas lundbom (left) and oskar gunnarsson tightening turbine joints. siemens turbine factory in finspång, 
sweden, relies on nord-lock safety washers to make sure the bolts in the turbines stay put.

the power of the sun
transformed by siemens turbines — secured  by nord-Lock
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thousands of bolts and washers have to be assembled and tightened to guarantee a 
service life of over 30 years.

“it is amazing how such a little 
thing as a nord-Lock safety 
washer can be so beneficial. they 
save an enormous amount of time 
and they are cheaper.”  
MArtin lindbäck, r&d AT SieMeNS iNdUSTriAL TUrBOMACHiNerY AB

up by solar panels, or mirrors, which concen-
trate the sunlight in three different ways – a par-
abolic trough collector, a linear Fresnel collector, 
or a solar tower. In each case, the solar energy is 
used to make steam to drive a turbine.

interestinGly, the heat can be stored for hours, 
for example in tanks filled with molten salt, 
which means that solar thermal power plants can 
also supply electricity when the sun is no longer 
shining. Power generated in this way does not 
produce any pollutants like carbon dioxide.

According to a one-year production estimate, 
two out of every four steam turbines made in 
Finspång will be used in the solar industry.

“The solar energy market is notoriously cyclical 
and highly dependent on government subsidies,” 
says Lars-Göran Sjöberg, General Manager for 
Industrial Steam Turbines at Siemens Industrial 
Turbomachinery. “But we have had a good run.”

“As living standards increase around the 
world, an incredible need for electricity arises. 
And everyone agrees that renewable energy in 
the form of biomass, wind and solar is the way 
to go,” says Sjöberg.

Some notable Siemens steam turbines that 
are being bolted together in the Finspång facto-
ry include the 123-MW steam turbine for Bright-
Source Energy Inc’s Ivanpah Solar Complex in 

Southern California. The order is for an SST-900 
steam turbine that is especially suited for the load 
swings and frequent starting and stopping that is 
characteristic of solar energy generation.

in the GAs turbine field, the Siemens Energy 
sector launched a new industrial gas turbine 
on November 18, 2010, in Finspång, Sweden. 
With a capacity of 37 megawatts (MW), the 
SGT-750 will close a gap in the Siemens in-
dustrial gas turbine portfolio, which offers a 
power range between 5 and 50 MW. This ver-
satile machine can be employed for both power 
generation and as a mechanical drive. The new 
development provides economic viability and 
eco-friendliness as well as a high level of avail-
ability and reliability. 

business arguments
this is how Siemens Finspång benefits from 
Nord-Lock safety washers:
n tiMe sAvinG – Compared to other bolt 
locking systems, Nord-Lock washers are 
faster to install by a factor of 20.
n eAse of use – easier to install and per-
form service on turbines on customer sites.
n lower costs – 80% costs savings were 
achieved compared to tab washers that 
can only be used once.
n sAfety – No risk of bolts loosening.
n corrosion-resistAnt – Nord-Lock 
washers are coated with zinc flake, 
delta Protect®, as a standard.
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WHAt it does: 

manufactures IndustrIaL steam and gas turbInes 
fOr use In the sOLar, bIOmass, OIL and gas sectOrs

fActs:

sIemens IndustrIaL turbO-
machInery ab, fInspång, sweden

PArt of:

the sIemens energy sectOr whIch had revenues 
In 2010 Of 25.5 bILLIOn eurOs

AcQuired froM:

aLstOm pOwer, 2003

steAM/gAs turbine rAnge: 

50—250 mw / 15—50 mw
turbine WeigHt: 

up tO 200 tOns
steAM/gAs turbines MAnufActured Per yeAr: 

20 /40—50

turbine lengtH: 

up tO 24 metres

nuMber of eMPloyees: 

2,700

steam and gas turbines are assembled from pre-machined steel parts. they operate in solar plants, biomass, and in 
oil and gas facilities, under enormous pressures and temperatures to generate electricity.

“everyone agrees that renewable energy is the way to 
go,” says lars-göran sjöberg, general Manager indus-
trial steam turbines.



tiMber A few yeArs AGo, Stefan 
Ladenburger took over as Managing 
Partner of Holzwerke Ladenburger 
(Ladenburger Timber Works), repre-
senting the third generation of this 
family business. it is a big responsi-
bility: Ladenburger has a total ca-
pacity of over 500,000 m3 and 500 
to 600 employees at five sites in 
Germany, making it one of europe’s 
leading wood processing and refine-
ment companies. For Mr Laden-
burger, it was important to further 
develop the company through inno-
vation. Therefore two years ago the 
company invested over 40 million 
euros in a state-of-the-art sawmill in 
kerkingen, Baden-Württemberg, 
Germany.
How do you approach your role as 
manager of the family business?

“i view Holzwerke Ladenburger 
as an extremely innova-
tive company. A great 
deal was achieved in 
the 1980s and i want to 
build on that. The new 
sawmill, which was com-
missioned in 2008, was 
an important step for-
ward.”
tell us some more about 
the new plant …

“The technology 
of the old sawmill was 
20 years old and had 
reached its maximum ca-
pacity. due to increased 
demand, the plants were 
being operated way 
above the originally con-
figured capacity. repairs 
were increasing and the 
plant was worn out. The new saw-
mill not only has a higher capacity 
of up to one million m3, but also 
offers much greater added value, 
which is extremely important given 
current market conditions, such as 
the scarcity of resources.”
can you give us concrete exam-
ples of this added value?

“Our product portfolio is ex-
tremely wide-ranging compared 
with many of our competitors. We 
supply all types of customers, from 
small carpenters to the produc-

tion industry and 
the timber trade. 
everything has a 
value: the bark 
for bioenergy and 
gardening, sawn 
timber which is 
further refined to 
products for use in 
design, boards for 
the wooden pal-

let industry, wood chips for paper 
manufacturing and sawdust for the 
pellets industry. With the new plant, 
we get a lot more from the wood – 
with greater efficiency.”
What was particularly important 
when planning the plant?

“in the wood processing industry 
as in any other industry, with major in-
vestments of this type, the machines 
used must be as reliable as possible. 
even the slightest machine failure 
can have critical results. A downtime 
of only one minute can mean that 

up to 30 fewer logs are processed. it 
is therefore very important to avoid 
repairs and downtime.”
What is the role of nord-lock in 
the new plant?

“Nord-Lock maximises the secu-
rity of bolted connections that are 
subject to vibrations and dynamic 
loads. in a sawmill, the machines 
are subjected to extremely harsh 
operating conditions, with several 
tonnes of wood running through 
the plants every minute. For me, 

fActs:

stefan
Ladenburger 
Position: Managing 
Partner of Holzwerke 
Ladenburger, 
representing the third 
generation of this family 
business.
bAcKGround: Degree in 
Business Administration 
and Research Assistant 
at Augsburg University. 
Took on a management 
role at Holzwerke 
Ladenburger following 
the death of his father. 
lives: In Bopfingen/
Aufhausen, Baden-
Württemberg, Germany, 
where the group has its 
headquarters.

stefan ladenburger in the new sawmill, where the machinery is secured by nord-lock.

IN tHe SPotlIGHt

Words:
LiNdA kArLSSON eLdH

PHoto:
LAdeNBUrGer
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the safety of employees, and of 
machines, is therefore of vital im-
portance. Nord-Lock is integrated 
in the units for securing motors and 
in numerous other vital bolt connec-
tions. in the operative life cycle, this 
ensures quick mounting and remov-
al, a high degree of operational re-
liability, low maintenance costs and 
a significant reduction in the risk of 
failures. Further advantages include 
the re-use of Nord-Lock washers 
and on-site technical support.” 

“a downtime of only one 
minute can mean that up to 30 
fewer logs are processed. it is 
therefore very important to avoid 
repairs and downtime.” 
stefAn lAdenburger, MANAGiNG PArTNer OF HOLzWerke LAdeNBUrGer

safe operations in extreme conditions



the chAllenGe Hybrid vehicles use combustion engines and 
electric motors in parallel. High-voltage supply systems in these new 
vehicles place considerable demands on the connectors which provide 
the interface between the battery and the electronics. OdU Automotive 
GmbH based in Mühldorf, Germany specialises in the development 
and manufacture of connectors for use in the automotive industry.

When Mercedes-Benz wanted to introduce the first German 
hybrid car onto the market, it turned to OdU to equip the vehicle 
with a reliable connection system. The project received a great deal 
of attention. 

The reliability of the locking was of particular importance. if the 
connection system was loosened by vibrations, this would inevitably 
lead to the failure of the supporting hybrid function of the vehicle.

the solution The search for a suitable locking system led to 
Nord-Lock. Thanks to the locking function of Nord-Lock washers, the 

the Mercedes connection

cOnnectOrs
the connectors provide 
the interface between the 
battery and the electronics. 
to pre-empt loosening 
by vibration, nord-lock 
washers are used.

tHe SolUtIoN

risk of bolts coming loose could be eliminated. A permanent connec-
tion between the battery and electronics was ensured.

“in this important project, we only had one chance to do every-
thing right”, explains richard espertshuber, General Manager of 
the Automotive department at OdU. “We therefore chose the bolt 
locking system which we felt would offer the best possible chance 
of success.”

the result The connection system was installed in the first 
prototype cars. it then immediately achieved qualification according 
to Ak test guidelines. The Ak test guidelines were developed jointly 
by automotive manufacturers Audi, BMW, Mercedes-Benz, Porsche 
and Volkswagen and define various tests for the properties of 
connections.

in June 2009, Mercedes-Benz successfully launched the S-Class 
with hybrid drive onto the market. 

Words:
LiNdA kArLSSON eLdH

PHoto:
MerCedeS-BeNz ANd OdU
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bolting NeWS
News from the world of Nord-Lock and bolt security

Nord-Lock has long been 
a world leader in bolt 
securing systems and in 
2011 the company will 
be investing heavily in 
research and develop-
ment to ensure it contin-
ues to provide premium 
products and services.

nord-locK’s wAshers are currently 
used all over the world in some of 
the most demanding applications 
and have earned a global reputation 
for reliability and security. However, 
this has only been made possible by 
the extensive testing and research 
carried out by Nord-Lock.

“We have been in the market 
for nearly 30 years and in that time 
we have built up a vast amount of 
knowledge on bolt securing,” says 
elisabet Österlund, Sales & Market-
ing director at Nord-Lock.

Nord-Lock customers can cur-
rently take full advantage of the 
company’s accumulated knowledge 
and expertise through the company’s 
technical support and testing. The 
new Performance Services concept 

is a tool for analysing and optimis-
ing customers’ bolted connections. 
The aim is to increase the customers’ 
profitability as well as reduce the life 
cycle cost of their joints, by avoid-
ing failures, warranty claims and ex-
cessive service/maintenance. Since 
1982, the company has gone from 

investing in knowledge
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being a manufacturer and supplier of 
washers to producing custom-made 
products and providing tailor-made 
services to customers with special-
ised needs in bolt securing.

However, having consolidated 
itself as a world leader in bolt se-
curing, Nord-Lock is now looking to 
move forward. The company is plan-
ning on making a fresh investment 
into research and development and 
the recent appointment of Maxime 
Thonnerieux as the company’s new 
Global r&d director is just the first 
step in this process. “We want to in-
crease our range of products. This is 
why we’re investing in r&d.”

This investment will hopefully lead 
to new products, new services, and an 
even greater level of expertise offered 
to all Nord-Lock customers. “To date 
our product range has been narrow 
but extensive. We have developed dif-
ferent types of washers in a range of 
sizes from various materials, and can 
provide one of the best bolt securing 
solutions in the world,” says elisabet 
Österlund. “The key to our success 
has been the high level of knowledge 
provided by our personnel. So invest-
ing in r&d is a key part of developing 
our product range.” 

nic toWnsend

in line with Nord-Lock’s aspirations 
to provide world class expertise in 
bolt securing, the company has 
adopted an overall strategy of cre-
ating market value through product 
development. To this end Maxime 
Thonnerieux has recently been ap-
pointed as Nord-Lock’s new Global 
r&d director. Thonnerieux took over 
this February and joins the company 
after extensive experience as manag-
er of the Joining Technologies divi-
sion of CeTiM in France.
What led you to take up the po-
sition as r&d director at nord-
lock?

“during my ten years working at 
CeTiM in the field of bolted joints, i 
was constantly trying to find effec-
tive solutions for market needs. This 
is what Nord-Lock has been doing 
best for years.”
What can you bring to nord-lock 
from your previous experience at 
the Joining technologies division 
of cetiM?

“The knowledge and know-how 
of bolt securing systems that i ac-
quired while at CeTiM will be inval-
uable in forming a strategy to fur-
ther develop Nord-Lock’s product 
range.”
What will be your main goals and 
aspirations at nord-lock?

“My main goal will be to add 
new product solutions to what 
Nord-Lock already delivers. i want 
to help the company take the next 
step forward.” 

introducing 
nord-lock’s
new global
r&d director

“the key to 
our success 
has been the 
high level of 
knowledge 
provided by our 
personnel.”
elisAbet Österlund, SALeS & 

MArkeTiNG direCTOr AT NOrd-LOCk

Maxime thonnerieux, recently 
appointed nord-lock’s new global r&d 
director.



bolting NeWS
News from the world of Nord-Lock and bolt security

QuaLIty In every step

in every edition of bolted, we present one of the areas in which nord-lock is working actively on quality 
assurance and competitiveness. in this issue we focus on laser marking of nord-lock washers.
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Keeping track of genuine 
nord-lock washers
Nord-Lock’s washers 
are already a high-end 
product. However, with 
the introduction of laser 
marking for every washer 
pair, the company has 
taken a significant step 
forward in terms of 
safety, quality and service.

one wAsher in every washer pair 
produced by Nord-Lock will now 
be individually inscribed with its 
type code, the Nord-Lock brand 
name and its own unique control 
number. This has been made pos-
sible by Nord-Lock’s recent invest-
ment in laser marking equipment, 
and the benefits for customers are 
numerous. 

“it means customers know they 
have the right washer type in their 
application,” says Christer Sved-
berg, Nord-Lock development en-
gineer and developer of the new la-
ser marking system. “They can also 
see that it is a Nord-Lock product 
and know this means high quali-
ty.” The marking not only reinforc-
es Nord-Lock’s technical superiority 
and reliability, but also helps differ-
entiate it from generic copies. Cus-
tomers can feel assured that they 
are using genuine Nord-Lock com-
ponents, while the company can 
protect its reputation and image.

Nord-Lock has traditionally 
always marked every box with 
a control number. However, by 
also marking each individual pair, 
traceability has been significantly 
improved. “By using the control 
number, any washer pair can be 

traced back through the produc-
tion stages, right down to the steel 
charge,” says Svedberg. Better 
traceability also helps Nord-Lock 
maintain overall quality control,  
by making it easier to identify any 
problems that may come up during 
production. “if a problem or varia-
tion arises we can trace it back to 
the root cause and prevent it from 
reoccurring, as well as ensuring 
that our customers always get the 
product they expect.” Washers 
are also marked with a type code, 
making it easier for users to differ-
entiate between different types of 
materials and coatings.

Laser inscriptions will be strong 
enough to be readable until the 
washer has been assembled for 
the first time, while at the same 
time soft enough to ensure that 
the quality of the washer cannot 
possibly be affected. ”We have 
ensured that the laser marking 
does not compromise the quality 
in terms of corrosion resistance or 
locking function,” says Svedberg. 
“it is merely an improvement for 
users who demand full control in 
their applications.”

read more on www.nord-
lock.com/laser 

follow nord-lock
on linkedin
nord-locK now hAs a company pro-
file page on the business-oriented so-
cial networking site Linkedin. Through 
individual profile pages, Linkedin allows 
members to create and engage in busi-
ness networks where they can find po-
tential clients, service providers, busi-
ness partners, employees, employers, 
and new business opportunities.

The new Nord-Lock page offers fo-
rums, where users can get the latest up-
dates, ask questions about products and 
discuss all bolt securing issues. Users can 
also share their own reviews of Nord-
Lock’s products and follow the activities 
of Nord-Lock’s representatives. Find Nord-
Lock now at www.linkedin.com 

christer svedberg, nord-lock develop-
ment engineer and developer of the 
new laser marking system.

nord-lock wheel nut
certified by tÜv
lAst sePteMber the Nord-Lock wheel 
nut was certified for safety and quality 
by the pre-eminent German inspection 
organisation TÜV. in what was a two-
step process, both the wheel nut and its 
production were approved. The wheel 
nut showed no reduction in torque dur-
ing extensive testing at TÜV’s facilities, 
while the long-term product test certi-
fied that the wheel nut would last the 
entire lifetime of a truck. TÜV also mon-
itored and approved Nord-Lock’s pro-
duction facilities, encompassing every-
thing from raw materials used to the 
processes in the manufacturing line. in 
fact TÜV is so satisfied with the quality 
of the wheel nut that the rigorous test-
ing procedures now form an approval 
programme, which all future products 
will be required to pass.

 “No other wheel nut on the  German 
market has both Nord-Lock’s safety fea-
tures and TÜV approval,” says  Andreas 
Maile, Authorized  Manager, Nord-Lock 
Germany. “TÜV is well known all over 
the world. it is a great argument for us-
ing the wheel nut, and a great basis for 
selling the product to new  clients.” 

n the nOrd-LOck brand

n unIQue cOntrOL number

n type cOde



CAleNdaRcomparing solutions for bolt securing
extension sockets or 
Nord-Lock washers? Let 
us take you through the 
key parameters so that 
you can make the right 
choice.

Limited use in confined spaces, due 
to extension body and long bolt. 
Bulky design solutions.

Not advisable for large bolts, as parts 
and assembly will be expensive.

Good flexibility in joint, since clamp 
length is always long. This compen-
sates for settlements, but cannot 
prevent rotation.

Due to risk of loosening, 
lubrication is not recommended, 
which results in larger clamp load 
deviation.

Reusable.

High. Relatively high price per unit. 
Eventual loosening will lead to 
increased maintenance costs and 
down time.

eXtension socketnord-lock

Reliable. Constant quality of the 
product.

Suitable for and easy to assemble in 
confined spaces.

M3-M130.

Safely secures both long and short 
clamp lengths, by preventing 
rotation.

Locking function not affected by 
lubrication, which provides for 
good control over clamp load.

Reusable.

Low. Relatively high price per unit. 
However, improved productivity, 
minimized maintenance costs and 
reusability will lead to low life cycle 
costs.

locking cAPAbility

use in confined
sPAces

rAnge

clAMP lengtH

control over
clAMP loAd

reusAbility

life cycle cost

exhibitions
eAch yeAr, Nord-Lock partici-
pates in over 60 major exhibitions 
and events for various industries. 
At the Nord-Lock stands there are 
experts on bolt securing and you 
will also be able to see Junker 
demonstrations, a comparative 
worst-case  scenario vibration test 
for bolted joints. Here are some 
of the forthcoming highlights:

euroPe:

Maintenance 2011
whAt: entire spectrum of mainte-
nance services. integrated overview 
of products, solutions and services 
for industrial operators who are 
looking to optimise their produc-
tion process. devoted to “sustain-
ability in industrial maintenance”.
when: 6–7 April, 2011.
where: Belgium, Antwerp.

usA:

railway interchange 2011
whAt: The largest event of its kind 
ever in North America. it is spon-
sored by AreMA, reMSA, rSi and 
rSSi, and will replace the four sep-
arate trade shows and conferenc-
es traditionally sponsored by these 
organisations. railroaders will see 
and hear all that is new and inno-
vative in the rail supply industry.
when: 18–21 September, 2011.
where: USA, Minneapolis.

AsiA:

sWeet 2011
whAt: Specialised exhibition on 
New & renewable energy. SWeeT 
is the first UFi approved exhibition 
in the new & renewable energy 
field held in korea in three years. 
it is also the only UFi approved ex-
hibition in this field.
when:  16–18 March, 2011.
where: Gwangju, South korea.

Visit www.nord-lock.com/events.
for a complete list of exhibitions
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Not reliable. May eventually 
loosen.

the Myth: if the clamp length is at least five times the bolt’s diameter, 
then the joint will not loosen from vibration.

the truth: A long clamp length generally increases the elasticity in the bolt. 
This improves the resistance against fatigue and loosening because the bolt is 
subjected to less dynamic stress and can follow the movements of the joint. 
However; the resistance against vibration induced loosening also relies on 
friction conditions, which often vary significantly. The elasticity alone may not 
be sufficient to keep the fastener from rotating loose. A long clamp length 
may instead result in increased cost and weight but not provide sufficient 
safety for critical applications. 

bUSteRSMyt H



nord-lock group
Tel: +46(0)31 71 92 300
 info@nord-lock.com

Nord-Lock customers have the world’s most 
demanding applications and require maximum 
control. At Nord-Lock we are well known for our 
high quality production. Our rigorous testing and 
traceability routines make us almost unique in the 
fastener industry.

We now introduce a laser marking on our 
products which includes the Nord-Lock brand, 
the control number and a type code so you can 
see which product you hold in your hand.

The laser marking ensures full traceability down 
to first assembly, even when using bin-systems 
for fasteners. As a user you can also be sure that 
you put genuine Nord-Lock products in your 
application.

read more about this product development:
www.nord-lock.com/laser

For demanding applications


